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Abstract— Recently, the amount of important information and the tremendous sensitivity generated by the 

interconnectedness of millions of devices (embedded, wireless sensing, radio frequency identification) which are 

heterogeneous through promising such modern technologies as the IoT. In fact, these small computerized devices have 

limited capabilities of resources. Therefore, there is an extremely and dire need to protect and secure the sensitive data that 

generated by these devices taking into account their limited capabilities. However, the traditional coding algorithms like 

(AES and RSA) are not appropriate for these resource-limited devices due to their high computation cost and large memory 

consumption. In addition, the integrity and security of data should not be compromised by designing a simple encryption 

algorithm. Thus, a robust lightweight algorithm for encoding 64-bit data for an 80-bit key is suggested in this paper to 

provide high hardware security in just six rounds and work on a combination of Feistel and SP architectural methods to 

increase the encoding complexity. The suggested algorithm is simulated by FELICS and Matlab tools. Different data types 

such as text and images are used to implement this algorithm. The simulation results show the superiority of the proposed 

algorithm in different aspects as security, performance, and complexity. 
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1. Introduction 

Lightweight encryption is a branch of cryptography[1], [2]. It is uses to encrypt data on devices with limited 

resources used in the IoT. Cryptography implies' secret writing' [3]. Therefore, in computer communications, the 

data between receiver and the sender is encrypted and the message content is not known to anyone else. Security 

and lightweightness is the essence of LWC. The main problem is how to get a high level of security in small 

devices. The need to develop, improve traditional algorithms or to innovate new ones and implement them 

effectively on the basis of the lightweight has made the field of LWC of primary interest of the researchers.   

The Internet allows users quick and easy access from anywhere and thus reduces the contact costs for users. 

Therefore, devices, sensors and smart devices are connected. Therefore, it provides a suitable environment for 

the IoT. In fact, there are major challenges to implementing the traditional coding standards for these resource-

limited devices due to the increased correlation of small devicesand the amount of data produced. Many of the 

modern encryption algorithms have been improved for traditional desktop and server applications. The 

optimization of protection, efficiency and resources requirements make it difficult or impractical to incorporate 

such algorithms in resource-constrained devices. 

Micro-controllers with a vast array of performance criteria are available. Although the most popular micro-

controllers are 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit, the sales of 4-bit micro-controllers are very low cost for some 

applications. There are other series of instructions that only produce a limited number of basic instructions. They 

carry in excess cycles when running common cryptographic algorithms. The expected design will get more 

energy-consuming and slower. RFID and sensors are sometimes used in systems where the timing and power 

specifications are rather strict [4].They are for devoted purposes only and their restrictions are tight. The 

algorithm they need has to meet their requirements as well. 

We introduced a lightweight-complex symmetric key algorithm for IoT in our previous research work, entitled 

"A Robust Lightweight Algorithm for Securing Information in the Internet of Things Networks," and compared 

it to several current symmetric key algorithms based on design, usability and level of security [5]. 

 

2. Resource-constrained Device Security Challenges 

There are several fields of implementation for resource-constrained devices: smart parking, vehicle applications, 

sensor networks, distributive control systems, disaster / weather monitoring, infrastructure, IoT, smart grid, 

cyber-physical services, smart cities, etc. To adopt modern technology and connect it with small computing 

devices, attention must be paid to privacy and security in order to establish trust between users [6]. Resource of 

restricted devices is inherently defenseless to several kinds of security threats. 

IoT devices are more vulnerable to attacks because of the complexity of linking devices in the IoT, as well as 

being unsupervised for a long time [7]. In comparison, eavesdropping is easier with respect to the wireless 

communication medium, but such systems have minimal computing capacity and energy consumption 

capabilities [8]. Therefore, the use of traditional encryption algorithms will hinder the operation of devices (their 

computationally high costand energy consumption). 
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From a high-level perspective, there are three parts to creating the IoT: devices (sensors and drivers), middleware 

(storage and computing tools), and presentation (simultaneous translation tools) [10]. Collecting data from 

millionsof sensors (not all of them can be processed), solutions are proposed to handle only the important ones 

identified by the sensor [8]. IoT devices such as RFID are in confusion to achieve essential verification process 

requirements which include constant server communication and node exchange of messages. 

Data security is retained in protected networks, where it is assured that the data maintains its originality 

throughout the process of transmission of messages,and the device does not see any modification. The IoT 

consists of several small sensors such as RFIDs that remain unattended for longer periods of time, making it 

possible for the competitor to access the data contained in the memory [9], [11]. Methodologies based on the 

meaning of obtained signal intensity (RSSI) are used in [12], [13], [14] and [15] to provide protection to attacks 

such as Sybil in RFID-tags. 

Several approaches are proposed for WSN which regard the sensor as part of the internet linked through nodes 

[16]. Furthermore, the sensor nodes themselves are known as network nodes in IoT, making the task of 

authentication even more important. Information accuracy is also necessary to ensure the authenticity of the data. 

 

3. Motivation 

Communication technologies and data exchange in networks is one of the most important matters for 

researchers. Therefore, when exchanging messages in communication networks, it must be simple and secure. 

This means that the use of encryption is compulsory when sending / receiving messages. This is to ensure that 

the messages arrive without any interference or penetration from another person and the insurance of the 

integrity of the data. In this context, there is data processing and security by traditional encryption 

algorithms.These algorithms need large mathematical operations and need a large memory. This does not make 

them suitable for encryption on Internet of things devices. However, these devices are widely used in at the 

present time in the Internet of things that are using lightweight encryption for balance between performance and 

security. In addition to that, the study and survey provided by HP shows that 70% of these devices are liable to 

attackers [17]. 

The remaining of the paper is structured as; a brief literature review of past and cryptographic algorithms is 

given in Section 4. The introduction of (RSIT) algorithm is discussed in Section 5. Section 3 discusses 

implementation of the (RSIT) algorithm. The parameters for evaluating success are explained in this section, and 

all simulation findings are presented and analyzed, based on assessment criteria. The conclusion is ultimately 

drawn in Section 4. 

 

4. Literature Review 

Lightweight block ciphers in the form of the key size and block size have comparably smaller internal states. 

Feistel round features are quick, and require more rounds. An SP-network or SPN in cryptography is a sequence 

of mathematical operations that are related. In [17],[18], and [19],the need for LWC has been widely discussed, 

and the IoT weaknesses in terms of restricted devices have also been highlighted. In fact, there are some LWC 

algorithms that do not always take advantage of trade-offs on safety-effectiveness. The block ciphers have 

provided considerably stronger results than stream cipher, and hash functions. 

In [20], symmetric block cipher using 64-bit key, over 64-bit data is proposed.  In this proposal, block ciphers 

like AES uses the network of SP to merge Shannon's uncertainty properties with diffusion properties, and there 

are other ciphers like Blowfish and DES which use architecture of Feistel to gain the same mechanism for 

encryption and decryption. 

Paper [21] examines the consistency and protection of various types of LWC algorithms used in resource-

constrained applications in particular. On AVR Atmel ATtiny45 micro-controllers, HIGHT, TEA, KLEIN, 

KATAN algorithms are introduced to test performance analyzes on their processing ability and usage of 

resources, and to determine the degree of ambiguity and diffusion for security research. 

In [22], Simon and Speck have suggested a lightweight block cipher to show, respectively, maximal hardware 

and software performance. Both ciphers have a variety of key size and width, but at least 22 round numbers are 

needed for adequate encryption. Since Simon focuses on low complexity of multiplication, the total number of 

mathematical operations needed is fairly high [23],[24]. 

Mica2 hardware platform has introduced TEA [25], Skipjack [26] and RC5 algorithms [27]. The Mica2 ciphers 

were designed in single mote to calculate the energy consumption and power usage. Many block ciphers have 

been introduced like AES [28], XXTEA [29], Skipjack and RC5 [30], calculating speed of execution and the 

energy consumption. The findings show that the size of the key in the AES algorithm greatly impacts the 

encryption, decryption and key setup phases I with the longer key size resulting in increased execution process. 

RC5 contains varying requirements for key type, number of rounds and word size may be changed. Authors have 

done a number of variations to figure out how the word size is expanded, it takes more time for implementation. 

Since the main setup phase does not concern itself with Skipjack and XXTEA algorithms, they become less 

secure than (RC5, AES) and use less energy. 
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SPN was suggested for the lightweight block cipher, PRESENT [31]. PRESENT is a 64-bit block cipher, with 80 

or 128 key lengths. It features 31 rounds. The sheet of replacement adds 16 4×4 S-boxes. Both the S-box and the 

64-bit permutation are however evolutionary. It yielded good hardware and software performance. 

In 2010 Wu and Zhang [32] proposed a lightweight block (LBlock) which would use Feistel Structure. 

TheLBlock block has a block size of 64-bit and an 80-bit key capacity. The LBlock block has three functions: 

encryption, decryption, and scheduling. Within LBLOCK each round has two circular functions: uncertainty and 

diffusion (permutation of eight four-bit words). Hence, the Feistel layout is ideal for reducing S-box number and 

size. LBlock's one round splits data into two parts: the first half goes into circular process, and the second half 

applies basic rotation procedure, thus, the more circular iteration leads to margins of protection. 

Piccolo is a modern lightweight block cipher, according to Shibutani et al.[33]. It has block size of 64-bit and the 

range of keys 80- and 128-bit. Because of its architecture is based on half-word round permutation and 

permutation for key expansion, Piccolo achieves low power consumption and high protection. Therefore, it 

suited for FRID applications. 

TWINE is a 36-round lightweight block cipher. It was proposed with 64-bit block size and 80/128-bit key size 

[34]. In contrast, in [35], the author re-evaluated the protection of the TWINE-80 against impossible differential 

cryptanalysis in related-key model. Then, a single round assured the traditional impossible differential attack. 

5. A Robust Lightweight Algorithm for Securing Data in Internet of Things Networks (RSIT) 

The algorithm in [5] is a mixture of Feistel and SP networks to achieve the protection required for creating 

lightweight encryption algorithms. Proposed algorithm design offers architecture for implementation in IoT that 

is small in complexity and has 80 bit keys for 64 bit data. In the encryption process, the number of rounds was 

reduced to six cycles only in order to increase the energy efficiency, as suggested in [6]. For security 

improvement, each encryption round shall include four simple mathematical operations that operate on data of 

only four bit (Designed to be compliant with 8-bit IoT computing devices). This is to create a sufficient amount 

of confusion and data dissemination to be up against various types of attacks. The key is the algorithm's principal 

feature (encryption / decryption). For security reasons, the size of the encryption key is very important. Thus, the 

(key size) becomes a major obstacle for the attacker to be known. Consequently, confusion and diffusion (key 

generation) reduces the possibility of weakening the key, increasing security, the complexity of encryption, and 

the attackers' lack of knowledge of the key. 

• Key Expansion Block  

The primary method used to produce different encryption and decryption keys is defined as key expansion. 

Creating diffusion and confusion is very important in the key expansion process. Therefore, it increases the 

strength of the key and reduces the possibility of weakness. There are several processes used before deriving the 

round keys to increase the creation of very strong confusion and diffusion. The process is composed of two 

components: before encryption process, and key expansion process. In the before encryption process, the user 

generates two keys with simple mathematical and logical operations derived from the master key. The first key 

(Kt) is an introduction to the key expansion process. The other key (Ks) is sent to open the encryption process. 

This is illustrated in Figure (1) in the expansion process, the main expansion performs logical operations (XOR, 

XNOR), permutation of P-table and Q- table. 

 

 

 

• Encryption Block 
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 Once the keys (Kt) are provided by the key expansion block, the encryption process begins. Basic 

operations to create confusion and diffusion are performed in the encryption process, namely substitution (S 

boxes), swapping, XOR, and XNOR procedures. 

• Decryption Block 

It is composed of two components: before decryption process, and decryption process. In before decryption 

process, the user receives the sent key; then, the user extracts the key, that the encryption process has 

mathematical and logical operations. After that, it is sent to open the encryption process as shown in the Figure 

(2) the decryption method is just the reverse of the above mentioned encryption technique. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Performance Evaluation Criteria 

 

The suggested algorithm is written using Dev-C++.Dev-C++ which is a fully working, open, optimized software 

environment for C and C++ programming licensed under the GNU General Public License. The FELICS (Fair 

Evaluation of Lightweight Cryptographic Systems) tool is a simple used to test execution cycles 

(encryption/decryption), RAM usage, and program size [43].This tool implements LWC of various regular 

andcommon types like TWIN, PICCOL, HIGHT, AES and others and in any different versions.  

FELICS offers interface in order to make the implementation as well as comparison of any new algorithms easier. 

It functions on Ubuntu Linux. Both Linux Ubuntu and FELICS work on a virtual machine program so that the 

user can install all possible requirements. In addition, the suggested algorithm is implemented in language of 

MATLAB, for evaluating security strength. 

Since this RSIT is a mixture of Feistel and SP networks it benefits from security research in (weak keys, related 

keys, linear and differential cryptanalysis, SQUARE attack, and interpolation attacks). The security review of 

these algorithm is mentioned in [5], addressing their importance through the proposed algorithm. There are basic 

criteria for checking the quality of security in the proposed algorithm, as follows: 

 

A. Key Space 

When using a new technology, we must focus on determining the size of the key and all the possible keys used to 

generate it. This means that we should take into consideration the numbers of potential possibilities that may 

appear in hackers’ minds to get the correct key. This process is called key space, which is the most important 

feature that supports the size and robustness of the encryption system. The large key space of the key in the 

cipher system plays an effective resistance against hacker’s attacks and brute force attacks. In our proposed 

algorithm, we notice that the key space appears to be strong and this is what is observed during the key 

generation process. The key generation process takes start after inserting a key consisting of 80 bits and from this 

key six different keys are generated. These keys provide strong protection for the plaintext with process of 

rotations in Algorithm. The method of generating the keys is done by dividing the entry key into four blocks. 

Each block contains five blocks and each of these five contains four bits. Then, each of the first four bits of 

blocks is combined into one block and then the second bit until the fifth bit is reached so that we have five new 

blocks, every block is 16 bits. 
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Some functions are added to these five blocks. Regarding the sixth key, it is generated from the five keys with a 

simple process called XOR. Finally, we can say the proposed algorithm has the largest key space as 2^80 -2^480, 

which means that there is no chance for the brute force attack to break the proposed algorithm [36]. 

 

B. Key Sensitive 

A key-sensitive algorithm must be used for encryption. This means that if the key still has a minute deviation 

from the original version, the algorithm doesn't recover the original data. Avalanche check is used to modify a bit 

of the key or plain text in order to determine the number of modifications that happened in the cipher. The test is 

considered good in case fifty per-cent of the bits are changed as a result of one bit of change, according to the 

Strict Avalanche Criterion SAC [37]. To detect this result visually, we decode the picture using a key that varies 

by a single bit from the right one. 

 

C. Execution Cycle 

The most important metric for calculating the performance of the algorithms is the amount of time it takes to 

encrypt and decode the data supplied. With respect to resource-constraint systems, the proposed algorithm will 

consume minimal cycles and give the desired protection. 

 

D. Memory Utilization 

In IoT devices, memory use is a major concern that limits resources. The use of memory is a big problem for 

space constraint in IoT systems. An encryption algorithm consists of several cycles of computations that occupy 

a significant memory, which makes it inappropriate for IoT use. Therefore, the number of cycles is small, and 

uses simple mathematical operations in the proposed algorithm, which makes its efficiency high, and requires a 

small memory in IoT devices. 

 

E. Histogram 

Analysis of histogram of an image means visual portrait of the values of the pixel strength and shows the tonal 

distribution of an image [38], [39]. In short, it offers the image intensity statistical features from which image 

may be visible [40], [41]. The principal objective of the histogram analysis is to show the properties of the 

confusions and diffusions in the ciphered data. Nevertheless, when encrypting an image a histogram will 

quantify the randomness. Unless the measured histogram after encryption is consistent, a cryptographic 

algorithm refers to sufficiently security. 

 

F. Entropy 

The algorithm of encryption applies extra information to the data such as differentiating between the initial 

information and the one introduced by the algorithm, which is complicated for the attacker. The entropy of image 

is a quantity that is used to characterize the amount of data that an encryption algorithm needs to decrypt the 

extra information. Therefore, obtaining high entropy is considered important to have greater security of the 

algorithm for encryption. To measure entropy (H) on an image, equation (6) is based on intensity (xi) values P(xi) 

which is the intensity value xi probability. 

Entropy(H) = ∑ P(xi) log2 P(xi)            (1)

255

i=0

 

 

G. Correlation 

The relation between two neighboring pixels is calculated by the pixel correlation. In general, the image 

encryption scheme's excellence is expressed in its capacity to cover all the properties of a hidden image, and the 

encrypted image is absolutely random and extremely uncorrelated [42]. In the same image the correlation 

coefficient of any two adjacent pixels can be expressed in relation (2): 

CorrCoeff =
cov(x, y)

√Var(x)  ×  √Var(y)
                (2) 

Var(x) =
1

N
∑[(xi − E(x))2] and Cov =  

1

N
[(xi − E(x))  × (yi − E(y))]

N

i=1

 

 

Where, the correlation coefficient is CorrCoeff and the covariance of Cov(x, y) is pixel x andy.Var(x)  is the 

pixel value variance in an image, E(x) is the value operator predicted and N is the total number of pixels in the 

matrix. 
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FELICES provides a command line interface to test and create any LWC code, like GCC (GNU Complier 

Collection). They have provided regular and common lightweight cipher already. The algorithm should be 

written in different format for the checking of some other cipher. They have provided documentation to make 

implementation easier. Whether or not the algorithm can be tested in FELICS, anyone can compile its 

implementation and check. It is a very useful tool which is highly recommendable. An example of a run is shown 

in Figure (3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For LWC, the algorithm simulation is carried out by the famous FELICS open source benchmark tool. This uses 

various platforms for performance assessment (like AVR, ARM, and MSP) although typically under different 

conditions. It can also calculate the execution times (encryption/decryption), code size and RAM footprint. The 

new encoder can be compared to the previous one easily. TABLE 1 demonstrates contrast between various 

Lightweight Hardware Algorithms. 

 

Comparisons between different lightweight algorithms along with the proposed algorithm are shown in the bar 
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chart in Figure (4) the distinctions are made on the basis of number of cycle’s encryption and decryption, as well 

as file size and RAM. The chart reveals that the suggested algorithm operates in less code size, RAM, fewer 

loops, gaining significantly over the others. The proposed algorithm takes the red color in Figure (5, 6, 7, and 8) 

respectively for the code size, RAM, and the number of encoding and decoding cycles. 
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Figure (9) we note the decrypted data with the correct key for visual encryption-decryption observation. The 

algorithm's avalanche check means that a single bit of key change, the plaintext brings about improvement of 

forty-nine per-cent in cipher bits. The decryption is unrecognizable if the original keys changed even one bit. 

From this result, the power of the algorithm can be interpreted.8-bit grey scale images is selected to perform 

entropy and histogram tests. Additionally, in the histogram appears in Figure (10) the uniform distribution of 

intensities after encoding, for the original and encoded file, indicates the desired security. An illustration with an 

8-bit grey scale will achieve maximum entropy with 8 bits. It can be seen from the results in TABLE 2 that all 

encrypted images have an entropy close to maximum, reflecting an algorithm feature. 
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The correlation, the diagrams in Figure (11) display the contrast of the original images to the encrypted pictures. 

The initial image displays strongly correlated significance while the encrypted image tends to have minimal 

correlated importance. More connection gives the intended intent greater protection. 

 

 

 

7. Conclusion 

The IoT will be important in our everyday lives in the near future. Numerous energy-constrained machines and 

sensors must communicate with each other constantly, the reliability of which should not be breached. This is 

requiring algorithms that can provide robust protection at an inexpensive mathematical cost. In this paper, we 

have implemented the proposed algorithm architectures. Furthermore, it shows results in the code size, RAM, 

and execution time, good results from other algorithms to be lightweight and candidate in Internet of Things 

devices. This work assists IoT Security researchers. 
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